
Notes on January 15 Presentation
Compiled by Scott Hagan

08:00 The first question asks, "Why is Statesboro First considering disaffiliation from
the United Methodist Church?"
The wording of the question assumes that the church - Statesboro First UMC -
has held a vote to enter into the disaffiliation process. To someone watching with
little knowledge of the current situation, they would begin the video with an
incorrect understanding of what has and has not happened by the action of the
Council. It would have been more helpful to ask why a group in the church is
considering disaffiliation or why some people are asking the Council to consider
it?

11:04 When asked about losing the property, Bill responds, "We are going through this
whole process so that we will maintain this property and have a clear title to it in
the end if we vote to disaffiliate…" This is an oversimplification as the process is
about more than just property.

11:20 "...and we will be relieved from the trust clause which belongs to the United
Methodist Church." The trust clause belongs to the South Georgia Conference,
not the UMC. The UMC is not permitted, by its own rules, to own any property.
The significance of this error is that some would believe that someone 'far away'
would have a claim on the property.

13:27 "We would simply change the flag we are flying under and be the same as we
have always been."
The church would immediately become an independent organization. It must
consider applying to affiliate with another denomination or remain independent. It
would need to apply to be granted 501(c.3) non-profit status from the IRS. It
would likely see changes among its staff. The impact on attendance and giving
can not be predicted with confidence. The process for receiving pastors and
assistance from a denomination would change, for the first time in its history.

16:18 When referring to two LGBTQ Bishops elected in the Western Jurisdiction, the
statement is made, "yet nothing has been or it seems will be done about it."
This excludes the fact that charges were brought against the first, Bishop Karen
Oliveto, and her election was ruled unconstitutional by the UMC's Judicial
Council. This was in keeping with the Book of Discipline. While the Bishops in the
Western Jurisdiction have not complied with the direction to remove her from
office, it is incorrect to say that nothing has been done about it.

19:00 Fact is given that as of a month ago, "Just over 2000 churches at this point…"
have left the UMC.



This fact lacks important context. Is that 2000 out of 5000? Out of 10000? There
were 33000 local churches. The slide on the screen was referenced but not
shown. It might have included that number for the in-person audience.

19:07 "Many more (churches) will be starting the process as we will be."
This is speculation. A majority of the Council is required to start the process.

20:00 "The seminaries are teaching, and the pastors they are turning out are preaching
an unbelief in the virgin birth…"
This lacks both a source and surely some sense of scope. Is every seminary
teaching this? Is every preacher preaching this? It is not ok if even a handful is,
but it is not helpful to suggest everyone is or to offer these statements without
providing support or a citation.

38:29 Referencing the preparations for the later-canceled General Conference
scheduled for August/September 2022, "the invitations were never issued."
Context would be helpful. When were they normally issued? What was the
standard length of time for the letters to be mailed? Twelve months prior? Eight
months? Six Months? The cancellation was decided seven months before the
scheduled start.

40:41 "In some places, they are telling our pastors it is best not to close your prayers in
Jesus' name because that is offensive to some."
Where is this happening?

45:47 Slide referencing a student at Candler School of Theology named "Greenler"
offers no source. No way of verifying that they are a United Methodist student.

46:33 Slide discussing worship service by students at Duke Divinity School does not
indicate what denomination they were in, only that it was not a school-sanctioned
event. Were they United Methodist?

+++
I do not believe that any of these statements were said with malice. Bill did a wonderful job of
sharing a broad number of topics. Some of these statements require more context or contain
inaccuracies; therefore, I have had reservations that the Church sharing the above statements
would appear to be an endorsement.

- Scott


